CASH IN TRANSIT

Safely from A to B
Loomis Cash & Valuables In Transit
Getting your cash in the bank safely
Our Cash & Valuables in Transit service brings
your business secure, efficient and indemnified
delivery.
Loomis is here to make sure cash circulates efficiently
and securely. We transport billions of pounds every
year, so you can be assured that your money is in safe
hands.
Our service is also risk free — your cash is indemnified
up to the agreed indemnity limit from the moment it
enters our control.
When you use our Cash & Valuables in Transit (CViT)
service, you enjoy a secure and economical system
for supplying and depositing money, provided by the
UK’s premier cash specialist.
Loomis CViT offers benefits to businesses, public
sector organisations and financial institutions alike.

How we can support you
CViT for business, retail and the public sector
Whether you are in business or the public sector,
Loomis can help you save money and increase the
efficiency of your cash collections — whether you
operate from a single location or a whole chain of
outlets.
Loomis will work closely with you to analyse your
requirements and we can offer:
•
•
•

Cash collections at intervals that suit you — and
match the weekly or seasonal changes in your
takings
Collections of different sums — you’re not tied into
inflexible collections of fixed amounts
Collections that take into account the amount of
cash you’re insured to keep on the premises.

Our focus is helping you manage your cash securely and efficiently

We’ll also work with you to monitor changes in your
requirements, reducing or increasing the number
of collections — so that you only pay for the cash
collections you need.
And because your staff don’t have to take cash to
the bank, it frees up their time and keeps them, your
business and the public safer.
What our customers say:
Alongside the reduction in risk to staff and the time that we
have saved, keeping our managers in the business rather
than in their cars transporting cash to the bank was the
most crucial benefit. We are genuinely delighted with our
decision and the service delivered.
Operations Manager
Euro Garages
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CASH & VALUABLES IN TRANSIT

Day 1
Loomis vehicle
arrives on site within
agreed time window

Loomis custodian
presents their
identification

Cash for collection
is presented in
Loomis cash bags

Cash bags
are scanned onto
Loomis systems

Receipt provided to
customer confirming
amount collected

Cash placed in secure
box with Loomis taking
liability for cash
Cash is placed
within a secure unit
on the Loomis vehicle
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Cash in Transit Process
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Cash is delivered
to a bank or Loomis
Cash Processing centre

Cash is loaded
onto a
Loomis vehicle

Cash is scanned
out of the
Loomis branch

CViT for financial institutions and
Independent ATM Deployers
Loomis’ CViT service is guaranteed to meet the
rigorous demands of banks, financial institutions and
Independent ATM Deployers (IADs).
It has to — so we work closely with you to create a
service that’s built around when, where and why you
need to move cash.
This means you can expect the very highest standards
of efficiency, security and risk management at every
stage of the Cash & Valuables in Transit cycle — giving
you both peace of mind and long-term savings.
•
•
•
•

No financial risk — subject to precise terms and
conditions of contract, you’re indemnified up to
the agreed indemnity limits.
Exceptional security — highly secure cash
transport centres with collection and delivery
supported by the latest security technology.
Reduced risk to security staff, customers,
business owners and the public.
Efficiency and savings — our cash transportation
infrastructure gives economies of scale and
significantly reduces your staffing costs.

When our custodians collect and deliver cash, they
are supported by the very latest technology — which
significantly reduces the incidence of cross-pavement
attacks and risk to customers, business owners and
the general public.
Try the safe, secure CViT service that offers you
the scale of service you need — at the right price.

Cash is routed
for onward
delivery

Cash is
scanned onto
Loomis systems

Cash is
delivered to the
Loomis branch

What our customers say:
“We contacted several Cash in Transit providers to help
us. Loomis stood out because not only did they respond to
our requests very quickly, but did so in such a professional
manner.
From there, we worked together to agree collection days
that suited our stores and following a survey by their risk
team, we were up and running.
Collections happen when they are scheduled to and we
don’t have to worry about the safety of our branch takings.
We were really surprised by the low costs associated with
the services provided.”
Senior Operations Manager
Wetrooms Distribution Limited

Kinder to our environment
Our Cash In Transit service carries the Carbon Trust’s
Carbon Reduction Label and every delivery / collection
certified to PAS 2050.
Our goal is to reduce our carbon
emissions by 5% over five years,
against a baseline established in 2011.

When you trust your cash
management to Loomis, you can
rest assured that we’re keeping
our environmental impact to a
minimum.
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